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Hoverboards, evil robots, and cloning! Welcome to the future.

The year is 2030 and all mankind has been exterminated by an wicked race of robots who now own the pla 5d3b920ae0
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English

I found this game when I got a coupon for 90% off, and I thought "eh, why not?" and bought it for 20 cents. I was really
suprised by how fluid the gameplay was and how interesting the hoverboard mechanic was. This was really fun and desrves a lot
more attention and good reviews than what it has right now.. actuallly very hard but still fun. Gives me flashbacks to flash back
in the mid 2000s. Whew boy.. so funny :)). I do not recommend this game.. I do not recommend this game.. I've been following
Russpuppy for a while. Spooky Cats was good for a laugh and offered up and affordable (if a little bare bones) platformer and
The Deletion was a very fun and challenging minimalist platformer in the tradition of geometric games like Thomas Was Alone.
Hover 2030 admittedly has a strange aesthetic--a pixel character straight out of the Atari age and yet smooth, clean
environments. The sprite is nice but the levels all basically look the same. While not much to look at, Hover 2030 is actually
quite fun and very challenging. If you weren't given unlimited lives in this game it would be difficult beyond belief. The basic
goal of each level is to collect all the coins to open up the exit. You must use your hoverboard to perform high jumps and float
your way toward out-of-reach coins. Along the way you'll encounter a host of irritating enemies (especially time sensitive
electric gates). Controlling the hoverboard takes a bit of time to get used to and once you have it mastered the levels get
progressively harder. The game tops it all off with an end boss which must be defeated in a very clever way. Also, be on the
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look out for the Russpuppy himself (the blue dog in the logo) in a cameo in a much appreciated celebratory bonus level at the
end of the game. Hover 2030 is not a perfect game--the audio fx are a little grating and the gameplay can be a bit frustrating at
times--but it's a solid effort with some addictive moments and an interesting hover mechanic. You can't go wrong with the price.
I look forward to more games from this developer. P.S. I think my favorite thing about Hover 2030 is that every time you die
you leave behind a pile of bones which remains when you respawn.meaning in some difficult levels you'll see your own skeleton
scattered everywhere.. so funny :)). It is a cool game! Very enjoyable Nice gameplay Good controls & glitchs-Free 10/10
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